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Summary. Several previous studies showed that the role of semiotic representations is 
very important in the learning of Mathematics: in this paper we analyse the behaviour 
of High School pupils (aged 17-19 years) with reference to some exercises in 
Trigonometry and in Analytic Geometry; an experimental research considered 196 
pupils. In particular, as regard strategies and educational implications, we conclude 
that many pupils try to solve a problem only in the sector explicitly considered: and 
sometimes this is a remarkable obstacle to reach good performances and it is 
ineffective for the development of the ability to co-ordinate different registers of 
representation. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Two sentences by pupils of Italian Secondary School will help me to introduce 
the subject of this work. 
 

 
 

The visual proof of the Theorem of Pythagoras from Chou Pei Suan Ching 
________ 
Some results given in this paper were presented to UMI-Meeting of Salsomaggiore, 2000. 



 

First, I am going to quote Marco, a 12 years old pupil dealing with the 
Theorem of Pythagoras; with reference to the statement and to the figure, he 
asked to me: «Well, as regards a theorem, must I state it by words or… by 
pictures?» I did not reply immediately to Marco, I asked his own opinion; so he 
stated: «It is preferable a picture: we are dealing with Geometry!» 

Then I quote Anna, a pupil aged 18 years, who had to choose the best 
method in order to prove that (a+b)² = a²+2ab+b²: 

 
1. 

 

 (a+b)² = (a+b)(a+b) = a²+ba+ab+b² = a²+2ab+b² 
 

2. 
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Anna preferred the first method; she stated: «The algebraic method is prefe-
rable because it works upon an algebraic property only by an algebraic tech-
nique» (as regards Greek Geometric Algebra and its applications into Mathe-
matics Education, see for instance: Kaldrimidou, 1987 and 1995; Bagni, 1998). 

So both pupils seem “sectorialize” their own approaches to Mathematics. 
They, awarely or not, consider a particular sector of Mathematics (Geometry, 
Algebra); and they prefer to work only in such sector. 

A first element to be underlined is the role of the visual representation (let 
us quote S. Vinner: «People remember visual aspects of a concept better than 
its analytical aspects»: Vinner, 1992, p. 212). Geometry, for instance, is 
explicitly based upon visual representation: didactics of Geometry and 
Geometric problem solving are naturally considered with reference to visual 
representation (Duval, 1993 and 1997; moreover: D’Amore, 1997 and chapter 
5 of D’Amore, 1999). 

 



 

 
 

Greek Geometric Algebra in Euclid’s Elements 
edited by Federico Commandino (1619). 

 
A well known work by E. Fischbein is particularly devoted to visual 

representation of mathematical objects and to its importance into Mathematics 
Education (Fischbein, 1993): by his “theory of figural concepts”, Fischbein 
states that «the integration of conceptual and figural properties in unitary 
mental structures, with the predominance of the conceptual constraints over the 
figural ones, is not a natural process. It should constitute a continuous, 
systematic and main preoccupation of the teacher» (Fischbein, 1993, p. 156). 
So if by the term “figural concept” we mean a «fusion between concept and 
figure» (Fischbein, 1993, p. 143), we can underline, in Fischbein's words, that 



 

«the processes of building figural concepts in student’s mind should not be 
considered a spontaneous effect of usual geometry courses» (Fischbein, 1993, 
p. 156). 

The correct visual representation of a concept is a fundamental problem: the 
difficulty to co-ordinate different representative registers can cause 
sectorialization. We agree with A.H. Schoenfeld, who (dealing with different 
situations) writes: «Pupils are competent when they deduce and they are 
competent when they construct, but they often sectorialize their knowledge […] 
So a large sector of their knowledge remains unused and their performances in 
problem solving are much below to the level they could (and should) reach. An 
inappropriate sectorialization of activities of deduction and of activities of 
construction is a direct consequence of teaching» (Schoenfeld, 1986, p. 226 see 
moreover: Bagni, 1998). 

Let us underline that the traditional mathematical curriculum, for instance as 
regards Italian High School, is strongly sectorialized: Arithmetics, Euclidean 
Geometry, Basic Algebra, Analytic Geometry, Trigonometry, Calculus, 
Probability etc. are often considered singular sectors, with their own particular 
rules and exercises; some of them signify… whole school-years (Analytic 
Geometry, Trigonometry and Calculus means directly “Mathematics” in 3 rd, 4th 
and 5th classes of Italian Liceo scientifico!). Are pupils aware of this 
sectorialization? (Duval, 1996). What are the consequences of such situation? 
And are teachers aware of those consequences, for instance when they ask their 
pupils to connect different sectors of Mathematics? 

So we considered some particular questions: 
 
• Question 1. Assume that pupils’ performances in some particular sectors 

of Mathematics are good; are their performances good as regard 
exercises dealing with several sectors, too? 

• Question 2. Assume that pupils’ performances related to an exercise 
dealing with several sectors are not good; are their performances better if 
the considered exercise is divided into several steps? 

• Question 3. Is the time allowed an important element in order to obtain 
good performances, as regards exercises dealing with several sectors? 

 
METHODOLOGY OF OUR WORK 
 
We used the following tests, in order to answer to previous questions: 

 
• Test 1. We considered three cards, A, B, C, in which we proposed 

similar exercises in Trigonometry (A), Analytic Geometry (B) and both 



 

Trigonometry and Analytic Geometry (C). We wanted to compare 
pupils’ performances (5 minutes allowed).  

• Test 2. We explicitly divided exercise (card C) into two steps in order to 
underline the different sectors (5 minutes allowed). 

• Test 3. We proposed once again card C: 10 minutes allowed. 
 
We analysed pupils’ behaviour with reference to four 4 th High School 

classes (Liceo scientifico, 99 pupils aged 17-18 years) and four 5th classes 
(Liceo scientifico, 97 pupils aged 18-19 years), in Treviso, Italy (total 196 
pupils). Their mathematical curricula were traditional; in particular, let us 
underline that: 

 
• they knew main elements and techniques of Analytic Geometry; they 

knew Cartesian graph of y = sinx and y = sin–1x; 
• they can solve the equation f(x) = g(x) by comparison of the Cartesian 

diagrams of y = f(x) and of y = g(x); 
• they knew main elements and techniques of Trigonometry. 
 
Pupils were subdivided into five groups, A, B, C, D, E. 
 

Test 1 
 

We gave the following card A to every pupil belonging to groups A: 
 

 

Card A 
 

Let α and β be real numbers such that 0≤α≤π ∧ 0≤β≤π. If sinα = sinβ, find 
the relation connecting α and β. 

 

 
We gave the following card B to every pupil belonging to groups B: 
 

 

Card B 
 

Represent in a Cartesian plan the relation expressed by: 
 

 y = x   ∨ y = π−x    0≤x≤π ∧ 0≤y≤π 
 

 
We gave the following card C to every pupil belonging to groups C: 



 

 
 

Card C 
 

Represent in a Cartesian plan the relation expressed by: 
 

 sinx = siny      0≤x≤π ∧ 0≤y≤π 
 

 
Time: 5 minutes. 
Let us summarise results of test 1 in the following tables: 

 
Card A 
(39 pupils: 20 of 4th class, 19 of 5th class) 

 4th class 5th class Total 
α = β ∨ α = π−β 16 (80%) 11 (58%) 27 (69%) 

Only α = β 3 (15%) 5 (26%) 8 (21%) 
Other answ. or no answ. 1 (5%) 3 (16%) 4 (10%) 

 
Card B 
(40 pupils: 20 of 4th class, 20 of 5th class) 

 4th class 5th class Total 
Correct diagram 17 (85%) 14 (70%) 31 (78%) 

Only segm. of y = x 1 (5%) 0 (0%) 1 (2%) 
Other answ. or no answ. 2 (10%) 6 (30%) 8 (20%) 

 
Card C 
(39 pupils: 20 of 4th class, 19 of 5th class) 

 4th class 5th class Total 
Correct diagram 4 (20%) 5 (26%) 9 (23%) 

Only segm. of y = x 3 (15%) 6 (32%) 9 (23%) 
Other answ. or no answ. 12 (65%) 8 (42%) 21 (54%) 

 
Clearly we can underline a really remarkable difference between pupils’ 

performances related to cards A and B (69% and 78%) and to card C (only 
23%). 

 
Test 2 

 
We gave the following card to every pupil belonging to groups D: 

 



 

 

Card D 
 

Let α and β be real numbers such that 0≤α≤π ∧ 0≤β≤π. If sinα = sinβ, find 
the relation connecting α and β. 

Then represent in a Cartesian plan the relation expressed by: 
 

 sinx = siny      0≤x≤π ∧ 0≤y≤π 
 

 
Time: 5 minutes. 
Let us summarise results (we shall compare them with results of card C): 

 
Card D 
(39 pupils: 20 of 4th class, 19 of 5th class) 

 4th class 5th class Total 
Correct diagram 12 (60%) 9 (47%) 21 (54%) 

Only segm. of y = x 4 (20%) 3 (16%) 7 (18%) 
Other answ. or no answ. 4 (20%) 7 (37%) 11 (28%) 

 
Card C 
(39 pupils: 20 of 4th class, 19 of 5th class) 

 4th class 5th class Total 
Correct diagram 4 (20%) 5 (26%) 9 (23%) 

Only segm. of y = x 3 (15%) 6 (32%) 9 (23%) 
Other answ. or no answ. 12 (65%) 8 (42%) 21 (54%) 

 
So pupils’ performances are higher as r egards card D (54%; card C: 23%). 
 

Test 3 
 

We gave the card C to every pupil belonging to groups E, 10 minutes allowed. 
Let us summarise results of test 3 in the following tables (we shall compare 

results of card C with 10 minutes allowed and results of card C, 5 minutes): 
 

Card C (time: 10 minutes) 
(38 pupils: 19 of 4th class, 19 of 5th class) 

 4th class 5th class Total 
Correct diagram 3 (16%) 7 (37%) 10 (26%) 

Only segm. of y = x 6 (31%) 7 (37%) 13 (34%) 
Other answ. or no answ. 10 (53%) 5 (26%) 15 (40%) 



 

 
Card C (time: 5 minutes) 
(39 pupils: 20 of 4th class, 19 of 5th class) 

 4th class 5th class Total 
Correct diagram 4 (20%) 5 (26%) 9 (23%) 

Only segm. of y = x 3 (15%) 6 (32%) 9 (23%) 
Other answ. or no answ. 12 (65%) 8 (42%) 21 (54%) 

 
In this case, as regard performances, we cannot point out great differences. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 

Let us notice first that our tests considered a small number of pupils (from the 
statistic point of view, moreover, we did not consider a particular sample): so, 
in order to avoid over-interpretations, it would be necessary to investigate 
students’ conceptions by further tests, administered to many students.  

However, we pointed out a trend (with reference to the considered exercise): 
 
• Answer 1. If pupils’ performances in some partic ular sectors are good, 

we cannot assume that their performances are good as regard exercises 
dealing with several sectors of Mathematics, too. 

• Answer 3. Time allowed is not an important element in order to obtain 
good performances, as regards exercises dealing with several sectors. 

 
So (in examined situations; further researches can be planned) many pupils 

show hesitancy, perplexity when they are going to solve exercises dealing with 
different sectors and different representative registers. In Schoenfeld’s words 
(previously quoted), we notice a real, dangerous sectorialization. Moreover, it 
is important to underline that pupils’ performances are clearly better if the 
considered exercise is divided into its steps: 

 
• Answer 2. Pupils’ performances are better if  the considered exercise is 

divided into several steps, each of them dealing with a particular sector. 
 
So we can state that the considered obstacle is an educational one: the sector 

implicitly or explicitly suggested by the text evokes techniques to be used by 
solvers (and, for instance, representative registers employed); now we can 
notice the influence of clauses of the didactical contract: in fact pupils works 
only in the considered sector (1). 
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(1) As regards the role of different representative registers, the trigonometric resolution (card A) 
mainly deals with the algebraic representative register; let us underline that many pupils giving 
the correct answer mentioned the traditional following “diagram”:  

 

       y  
 
 
          π−α      α 
 
     0   1        x 
 
 
 

Of course this situation is referred to the graphic representative register; so we can notice a 
remarkable co-ordination of employed registers (algebraic and graphic: Duval, 1994). So co-
ordination of different representative registers cannot be based only upon pupils’ skill, but u pon 
educational choices and behaviours, too. Affective elements can be considered really important 
(as regards a different school-level, see for instance: Poli & Zan, 1996, pp. 454-455): the fact 
itself to work into a particular sector of Mathematics is sometimes implicitly considered as a 
reassuring situation by pupils and suggests strategies and choices; as previuosly pointed out, 
this can deeply influence pupils’ performances.  


